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Savvy solutions that adapt to your expanding mailroom.
FP has versatile solutions that are designed to grow with your mailroom needs.  

Boost the efficiency of your mailroom one job at a time.

Learn more at www.fp-usa.com/FPi4700

The FPi 4700 is the perfect match for 
complicated mailroom processes. The FPi 
4700 offers an enhanced efficiency that 
stretches the value of your mailroom. The 
easy-to-use interface and improved user 
experience allows you to maintain easy, 
uninterrupted mail production. Backed by 
powerful capabilities and increased efficiency, 
this machine allows you to focus on what 
really matters, your business.

Adaptable
Adapts to fit your workload. 
It can handle up to 1200 
documents in a single feeder 
tray and up to 500 envelopes 
in its high-capacity vertical 
stacker. 

Knife Fold Technology
This powerful, quiet, knife 
folding technology is capable 
of simultaneously folding up 
to 10 sheets of paper. 
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Processes up to 3,800 envelopes per hour
Easy-to-use 7” HD touch screen
Barcode, OMR and OCR reading capabilities
Holds up to 1,200 sheets in one tray
Optional MaxiFeeder for increased capacity 
and paper media options

Intuitive Display
Full color HD touchscreen  
The interactive graphic 
display lets you intuitively 
control all machine 
functions.  

High Capacity Stacker
Holds finished envelopes.

Insert Fingers
User adjustable fingers that 
allow for a variety of envelope styles.

Multiple Exits
Choose the right exit 
for your needs.

Envelope Feeder
Load envelopes on-the-fly.

High Capacity Stacker
Holds finished envelopes.

Insert Fingers
User adjustable fingers that 
allow for a variety of envelope styles.

Envelope Feeder
Load envelopes on-the-fly.
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Savvy solutions that adapt to your expanding mailroom.
FP has versatile solutions that are designed to grow with your mailroom needs.  

Boost the efficiency of your mailroom one job at a time.

With FlexStream you can:
  Reduce postage cost
  Sort and group documents
  USPS automation services
  Add Barcodes, OMR, OCR
  Add conditional text, graphics and barcodes
  Eliminate the costs of preprinted forms
  Convert simplex printed documents to duplex
  Save costs by e-mailing your documents

Learn more at www.fp-usa.com/FlexStream

What is FlexStream?
FlexStream is a document processing and 
enhancement solution, unmatched in its 
versatility and performance. FlexStream lets 
you add intelligence to your documents to be 
used by your inserter to control and enhance 
the contents of your mailing. 

Make your documents intelligent
FlexStream

Software solutions 
    to simplify your mailroom

Smart Feeders
Process multiple sized
documents.

Intuitive Display
Full color, high definition
 touch screen.     

Customizable Feeders
Feeders with the capacity
to fit any job.

Knife Fold Technology
Accurately folds up to 10 sheets.

Prefold Accumulator
Stacks and aligns documents 
before folding.

Insert Fingers
User adjustable fingers that 
allow for a variety of envelope styles.

Smart Feeders
Process multiple sized
documents.

Intuitive Display
Full color, high definition
 touch screen.     

Customizable Feeders
Feeders with the capacity
to fit any job.

Knife Fold Technology
Accurately folds up to 10 sheets.

Prefold Accumulator
Stacks and aligns documents 
before folding.

allow for a variety of envelope styles.
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Plugged into over 230,000 mailrooms worldwide, FP Mailing 
Solutions is the fastest growing mail machine systems company in 
the U.S.  
Real people. – With over 1,100 employees, FP provides all of our 
customers with a dedicated customer service team located in the 
U.S. 
Simple processes. – FP invests in research and development in order 
to continue to provide our customers with the simplest of solutions. 
FP is the leader in mailroom technology, being the first postage 
meter company to introduce a digital and USPS® IMI Compliant 
meter.
Mailing solutions. – With over 90 years of experience, and 
operations in over 40 countries, it’s easy to see what makes FP 
Mailing Solutions the industry expert in mailroom solutions and 
technology. 

Why FP? Specifications

Learn more at www.fp-usa.com/FPi4700
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Technical Data                                                                  
Feeder stations up to 3
Processing speed (Maximum) 3,800
Folding capacity with sheets of 20lb. paper up to 10
Job memory capacity 50
Dimensions (approx.) (W x L x H) 50" x 20" x 29"
Weight  175 lbs.
Noise emission in dB (REF: ISO 11202)  < 66DB
Documents

High capacity feeder  725
1,200

Standard feeder capacity  325
length/width

Maxi feeder capacity 

 3.5“ to 14“ x 5.1“ to 9.5“ 
Max thickness 1.0 mm
Envelopes
Capacity 325 (load-on-the-fly)
Height/width  3.5“ to 6.38“ x 6.3“ to 9.7“
Functions
Automatic Job Setup yes
Feeder Swap Linking yes
Process stapled sets yes
Collate sheets before folding yes
Bottom addresses  yes (with special envelope)
Folds: C, V, Z, Double-V, No-fold yes
Piece counter yes
Optical Marks Reading (OMR)  optional
Bar Code Reader (BCR) optional
2D Data Matrix (2D BCR) optional
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) optional
Divert before folding yes
Operator adjustable insert fingers  yes
Secure n‘ Feed Double document detector yes
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